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Objective 

I look forward to getting the opportunity to recording, performing and filming my project. I have 
been in the community and music culture for fifteen years. I have played at all of San Antonio 
venues with the exception of the brand new ones. I also have been in the deep heart of Texas 
working at HEB for eleven years and currently a salary manager for 5 years.  

 
 
EDUCATION  :  HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA | 2008 | HIGHLANDS HIGH SCHOOL 

Skills & Abilities 

MANAGEMENT 

· Having a passion to bring the best of out my students and fellow musicians. Adaptability is key for me, 

being ready for various situations and any given time.  

· Having a plan and executing to perfection. Taking each task as a vital step into achieving my goal.  

· Galvanizing my students to be resilient through change and embrace the challenges to sustain their 

skills at guitar and music.   

COMMUNICATION 

· Building strong relationships with my guitar students and having a strong line of communication.  I’m 

always remaining open to receiving and giving feedback on my teaching and curriculum. 

· Communicating everlasting changes within our class and performance and of our apps, customer facing 

apps, and updates. Providing feedback and piloting new things for the company to roll out.  

LEADERSHIP 

• Having passionate conversations on what needs to be considered for change. Coaching upwards 
and providing feedback to contemporaries, leadership both at the music and professional level.  

• Leveraging my expertise in guitar to pass on to my students and fellow musicians through 
collaboration in the studio and performances.  
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Music Experience :  
 
Rogers Middle School (2004 – 2008) I played double bass in the orchestra. And 
then also played bass guitar in the orchestra. These were my first live 
performances as a musician.  
 
Parous (2008 – 2013) This was the name of my first band. I played electric guitar 
for my first band. We had multiple songs on 99.5 Kiss FM. We completed over 100 
shows and participated in battle of the band’s competition. During this time I was 
also awarded best guitarist in San Antonio by Almo Music Center in their Guitar 
wars Competition.  
 
Signal Fist (2013 – 2015) I played and sand in Signal Fist (A Band) for two years. 
We released one album titled polarity and played multiple shows. 
 
2015 – Current – I have released 3 solo albums. Realm of Sound, Lies and Promises, 
and my latest release ‘Am I Worthy?’. My latest music video is here : "Am I 
Worthy?" - Official Music Video (youtube.com) 

 
 
OTHER WORK EXPERIENCE FOR HEB 
 
MANAGER IN CHARGE | HEB GROCERY | 2012-2018 

· Making decisions for what’s best for the business. Maintaining the ethics, and culture of our brand is 

key for me. Working closely with department managers to stick to our day to day operations.  

· Sustaining customer business by assuring in stocks and visual appeal on the sales floor. Maintaining 

safety with food compliance, chemicals and overall cleanliness of store.  

· Managing all departments on A+ merchandising and having these expectations thrive for our evening 

customer.  

E-Store Manager (2018 – Current)  

 

- Spends the majority of time using independent judgment in making employment-related and business 

decisions, or effectively recommending such decisions, including but not limited to, product and 

department related strategies, hiring, promoting, disciplining, suspending, discharging, rewarding, or 

otherwise engaging in resolving Partner-related matters 

- Supervises, coaches, develops, and trains eCommerce team; builds relationships by fostering 

teamwork 

- Listens / shows sensitivity to Partner and Customer concerns; handles issues professionally and 

effectively; uses Customer Recovery as appropriate; identifies and addresses underlying root cause 

- Monitors dashboard to expedite customer throughput 

- Provides base customer support for website issues and problem-solving for customer ordering issues 

when possible 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cD3_EOyut5g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cD3_EOyut5g
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